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PREFACE 
 
Welcome to the Stingray Aptimizer Technical Overivew.  Read this preface for an overview of the information provided in this 
guide and contact information.  This preface includes the following sections: 
 

 About This Guide 

 Contacting Riverbed 
 

About This Guide 

 
Stingray Aptimizer improvise the performance of web applications. The Stingray Aptimizer Technical Overview steps through each 
Aptimizer optimization and describes both how it works as well as how it helps to improve the performance of a web application. 
 
Audience 

 
This guide is written for web developers, operations, and administrators looking to improve the performance of their web 
application.  This guide assumes you are familiar with basic web development terminology.   
 

Contacting Riverbed 

 
This section describes how to contact departments within Riverbed. 
 
Internet 

 
You can learn about Riverbed products through the company Web site: http://www.riverbed.com. 

 
Technical Support 

 
If you have problems installing, using, or replacing Riverbed products, contact Riverbed Support or your channel partner who 
provides support. To contact Riverbed Support, open a trouble ticket by calling 1-888-RVBD-TAC (1-888-782-3822) in the United 
States and Canada or +1 415 247 7381 outside the United States. You can also go to https://support.riverbed.com. 
 
Professional Services 

 
Riverbed has a staff of professionals who can help you with installation, provisioning, network redesign, project management, 
custom designs, consolidation project design, and custom coded solutions. To contact Riverbed Professional Services, email 
proserve@riverbed.com or go to http://www.riverbed.com/us/products/professional_services/. 

http://www.riverbed.com/
https://support.riverbed.com/
mailto:proserve@riverbed.com
http://www.riverbed.com/us/products/professional_services/
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Stingray Aptimizer web content optimization (WCO) technology is the next step in performance. It automatically makes web pages 
faster without a developer having to do additional work to optimize the behavior and performance of each web page. High traffic 
public-facing web pages, corporate websites, e-commerce sites, business 
productivity tools, and custom applications are transformed for faster delivery, 
lower bandwidth requirements, and better user experience. 
 
Stingray Aptimizer is a software product designed to make a site load as quickly 
as possible.  Aptimizer employs a range of sophisticated techniques, from file 
merging and dynamic layout of content through to content-specific measures 
such as dynamic compression and caching. Together, these simultaneously 
reduce latency and increase capacity, resulting in improved performance and a 
higher level of service.  This chapter includes the following sections: 
 

 Stingray Aptimizer Overview 

 Deployment Options  
 

Stingray Aptimizer Overview 

 
Stingray Aptimizer has an industry-leading range of best practice optimizations to make web sites load up to 4 times faster while 
using 30% less bandwidth. 
 
Figure 1-1 Stingray Aptimizer overview 
 

 
 
Using Figure 1-1 as a reference, Aptimizer sits between end users and the servers transparently intercepting the traffic.  All 
content is then optimized just-in-time before being sent on to the end user. Aptimizer optimizations fall into four basic categories: 
 

 Combining Files: Merging multiple files into a single larger file to reduce round trips 

 Data Reduction: Reducing the bandwidth used by compressing and removing unnecessary data 

 Caching: Reducing the amount of traffic by optimizing the usage of both the browser cache and the intermediary cache 
network that lies between the server and the end user 

 Dynamic layout:  Dynamically adjusting the layout of pages to ensure they load as efficiently as possible. 

“We saw a significant improvement in 
website performance and end-user 
experience. It’s about a 55-percent 
reduction in load times and page sizes.” 
 

- Tim Maliyil, CEO Alert Boot 

http://www.alertboot.com/
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Deployment Options 

 
Stingray Aptimizer has a few different deployment options: 
 

 Stingray Aptimizer: A simple standalone solution to deliver web content optimization to any web application, whether 
running Windows, Linux, etc. It is designed to work with any existing ADC solution, making it easy to upgrade and accelerate 
existing enterprise or online applications, without needing to change the application itself.  This deployment option is very 
versatile and requires no modifications to your web servers at all. 

 Stingray Aptimizer for Traffic Manager: This option is a licensed add-on to the Stingray Traffic Manager 9.0 and later, 
making it the industry’s only complete application delivery controller (ADC) with integrated web content optimization 
capability.  Use this deployment option if you are using or would like to use the Stingray Traffic Manager. 

 Stingray Aptimizer for SharePoint: This option is deployed as a web server extension to Microsoft SharePoint.  Use this 
deployment option if you are using Microsoft SharePoint. 

 Stingray Aptimizer for Microsoft IIS: This option is deployed as a web server extension to Microsoft IIS. 
 

http://www.riverbed.com/us/products/stingray/stingray_tm.php
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Chapter 2 Stingray Aptimizer Optimizations 
 
Most Stingray Aptimizer optimizations fall into one of four basic categories: combining files, compression, caching, and dynamic 
layout.  There are also a few miscellaneous optimizations done by Aptimizer that don’t fall into any of these pre-defined categories 
as well as Microsoft SharePoint specific optimizations.  This chatper provides a detailed overview of all the optimizations available 
with Stingray Aptimizer.  It includes the following sections: 
 

 Combining Files 

 Data Reduction 

 Caching 

 Dynamic Layout 

 Microsoft SharePoint 2007 and 2010 

 Other Optimizations and Features 
 

Combining Files 

 
Aptimizer dynamically combines files that are the same type into a single larger file.  This results in fewer overall elements that 
have to be downloaded.  As a result pages load up quicker, and the amount of connections made to servers is greatly reduced, 
freeing up processing power that can be used to do other productive work. 
 
Combining CSS Files 

The number of Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) references in a page can quickly add up, negatively impacting performance.  Many 
popular websites will reference 15 or more external CSS files.  Each external CSS file represents a unique request back to the 
server, meaning more overhead and less efficiency.  
 
Stingray Aptimizer automatically combines all external CSS elements into a single file.   

<link type="text/css" href="sheet1.css...
<link type="text/css" href="sheet2.css...
<link type="text/css" href="sheet3.css...
<link type="text/css" href="sheet4.css...

<link type="text/css" src="aptimized-1.css...

 
When Aptimizer receives an HTML document: 
1. Aptimizer searches through the HTML document for all references to external CSS files. 
2. Aptimizer fetches all the external CSS files. 
3. Aptimizer reduces the size of each file by Removing Comments and White Space. 
4. All CSS files are combined into a single file. 
5. The references to the CSS files are replaced with a reference to the merged file. 
6. The modified HTML document is delivered to the client. 
 
The combined CSS files are cached so that they do not need to be rebuilt each time.  Aptimizer checks for updates to the CSS 
files in the background and automatically creates a new combined file if one component has changed.  The new combined file will 
have a new name, so the browser will automatically fetch it and the user will always be looking at the latest version of the site. 
 
Combining Images 

Images, like style sheets and JavaScript, can be combined to form a single larger image.  Downloading a single larger image as 
opposed to multiple smaller images means fewer requests made to the server, leading to greater efficiency and faster page load 
time.   Aptimizer will automatically merge all images of the same type into a single large image.  All JPEGs are merged to a single 
JPEG, all PNGs to a single PNG, etc. 
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When Aptimizer receives an HTML document: 
1. Aptimizer searches through the HTML document for all references to images 
2. Aptimizer fetches all the images 
3. Aptimizer will JPEG Image Resampling 
4. Like image types are combined into a single file:  JPEG images to a combined JPEG image file, PNG images to a combined 

PNG image file, etc. 
5. Aptimizer inserts a CSS background image with offsets into the merged file for each individual image 

<style type='text/css'> .apt-img2{background-image:url(/aptimized-gif.gif) 
!important;padding:0px !important;}html body .apt-img2-1{background-
position:-1px 0 !important;width:150px !important;height:60px 

!important;}html body </style>

 
 

6. The images are replaced with a transparent 1x1 image that is overlaid with a reference to the actual image from the above 
CSS  

<img src="/logo.gif" />

<img src='/aptimized-1x1.gif' aptsrc='/logo.gif' 

class='apt-img2 apt-img2-2' />

 
The combined image files are cached so that they do not need to be rebuilt each time.  Aptimizer checks for updates to the 
images in the background and automatically creates a new combined image file if one component has changed.  The new 
combined file will have a new name, so the browser will automatically fetch it and the user will always be looking at the latest 
version of the site. 
 
Inlining CSS Background Images 

CSS background images are small images that are referenced by CSS files using the background-image:url property.  

They are can be used as the background for a particular element, tiled to create borders, or as buttons and other functional 
elements.  These images are typically very small. Aptimizer will automatically base-64 encode these images and embed them 
directly into the main page using data:uri notation. 

 
Combining JavaScript Files 

Small fragments of JavaScript code can be embedded directly into the main html page, but often JavaScript code is kept in 
external files.  This makes for better organization and easier readability, but the number of files can easily add up.  Modern web 
browsers handle this pretty well, but if there are a large number of small JavaScript files, Aptimizer can combine them into a single 
larger file to improve performance. 
 
The combined JavaScript files are cached so that they do not need to be rebuilt each time.  Aptimizer checks for updates to the 
images in the background and automatically creates a new combined JavaScript file if one component has changed.  The new 
combined file will have a new name, so the browser will automatically fetch it and the user will always be looking at the latest 
version of the site. 
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Data Reduction 

 
Aptimizer strips out unnecessary data, resamples images, and ensures all text documents are GZIP compressed.  Most cloud 
providers charge for the amount of data transferred both in and out of your network.  Compressing data before sending it out to 
the end user saves money in addition to making your page load quicker. 
 
JPEG Image Resampling  

 
 
The two images above look almost identical, but the resolution of the image on the right has been resampled down by 15%, which 
translates to a 25% reduction in size, from 26.5 KB down to 19.9 KB for the example above.  For tablets, smart phones, and other 
mobile devices JPEG images can be resampled down even further without a noticeable loss in quality. By default, Aptimizer will 
resample images for desktop users down by 15% and for smart phone users down by 25%.  This can be customized with Browser 
and Device Awareness. 
 
Image Metadata Removal 

Images commonly contain metadata such as location or date information.  There are times when keeping metadata in the image is 
useful, for example when posting pictures to a social networking site.  If it isn’t important to have this information submitted to the 
end user, then Aptimizer will strip out this information to save bandwidth. 
 
GZIP/Deflate Compression 

Aptimizer ensures that all HTML pages and other text documents are GZIP compressed before being sent out to the end user.  
GZIP compression is an easy and effective way to save bandwidth and speed up your site. 
 
Removing Comments and White Space 

/*
 * FIXME: Remove all the comments so
 * the page loads quicker
 */

 
Use of comments in code is good coding practice; it makes the code easier to maintain and much more readable.  The end user is 
not interested in looking at comments, so stripping out these comments before serving the content to the end user is a good way 
to save bandwidth.  Aptimizer automatically removes both comments and white space from JavaScript and CSS code, reducing 
the amount of data that needs to be transferred. 
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Caching 

 
Serving content from a cache as close as possible to the end user reduces overall latency and reduces the amount of traffic your 
server sees.  Aptimizer employs a revolutionary approach to maximize usage of the browser cache and in addition helps leverage 
the intermediary cache network that lies between the server and the end user. 
 
Automatic URL Versioning  

The best place to cache content is directly in the client’s web browser.  This is typically done by adding two HTTP headers to 
content that are to be cached: 
 

 A Cache-Control header that is set Public 

 An Expires header that specifies how long to cache the content in the browser 
 
Having the content stored in the client’s browser for a long time reduces the amount of content that needs to be fetched from the 
servers; but if the content is changed before the expiration, then the client will likely be looking at an outdated page.  Having a 
shorter expiration time causes the client’s browser to check back frequently to see if the content has been modified, which is 
inefficient. 
 
Aptimizer resolves this issue by versioning URLs and resetting the expiry header to a time in far future.  URLs for images and 
other content will be replaced with a URL that contains a hash along with other information that uniquely identifies it.  So now 
when the content changes, the URL itself will change; and the client will automatically pick up the latest content, regardless of the 
expiration.  With Aptimizer it’s safe to store content in the client’s browser for long periods of time without have to worry about 
users looking at outdated content. 
 
Intermediary Caching 

Aptimizer helps you leverage intermediate caches, such as those commonly used in corporate environments and by Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs). Aptimizer will add a cache-control:public header to all resources or to specific resources only. 

 

Dynamic Layout 

 
Many web pages are not laid out optimally, so rendering is stalled unnecessarily as a file is downloaded or an off-screen image is 
loaded.  Aptimizer searches for these blockages and rewrites the pages to remove them. 
 
Asynchronous JavaScript Loading 

Having JavaScript on a page can cause the rendering of the page to stall until the JavaScript file downloads.  If the stall is long 
enough, users may get impatient and give up.  Aptimizer automatically configures your page to download JavaScript 
asynchronously by inserting code that adds the JavaScript to a queue when it would have been executed.  After the rest of the 
page has finished loading, then the JavaScript will be executed one by one in the original order. 
 

Many pages will also have third-party JavaScript code embedded into them; for example Twitter feeds or Analytics tags.  
Aptimizer ensures that third-party JavaScript code loads after all first-party JavaScript code.  
 
Lazy Image Loading 

A good way to get a page to load faster is to not render content that is off-screen.  With lazy image loading, Aptimizer will 
configure the page to delay loading of images that are not in the current viewable area of the screen.  When the images become 
visible, then they will be loaded by the browser. 
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Microsoft SharePoint 2007 and 2010 

 
This section discusses Stingray Aptimizer support for Microsoft SharePoint 2007 and 2010. 
 
Optimization of SharePoint 2007 and 2010 Sites 

Unlike most standard web sites, SharePoint is both read and write.  Content on a SharePoint can be read, modified, and then 
written back to the repository.  For the write portion to work properly, the optimizations must be undone before the content is 
saved back to SharePoint.  Files must be uncombined, comments and white space added back in, etc.  Aptimizer optimizes 
SharePoint sites, including those protected by NTLM authentication.  Aptimizer automatically undoes optimizations before content 
is written. 
 
SharePoint 2010 Ribbon Removal 

 
 
When using SharePoint, the ribbon that is displayed for writers of content is also downloaded but just not displayed for read-only 
users who do not have access to edit the content of the page.  The SharePoint ribbon is typically over 1 MB in size and is 
composed of images along with JavaScript and CSS code.  The number of writers is always few relative to the number of readers, 
so a lot of data is being transferred unnecessarily. Aptimizer automatically removes the entire SharePoint ribbon for readers while 
keeping it intact for writers. 
 
SharePoint 2007 Presence Removal 

By default SharePoint 2007 displays presence information for content authors.  This is useful within an intranet but not for public-
facing content, as presence information will not be displayed for users outside of the corporate intranet.  Aptimizer automatically 
removes unnecessary presence information from public-facing SharePoint 2007 sites. 
 

Other Optimizations and Features 

 
Aptimizer does additional optimizations that don’t fit into the above categories.  This section gives an overview of those features. 
 
Automatic Image Resizing 

Using the height and width attributes when inserting images onto a site only scales the image when it’s being displayed; the full 
file is still downloaded by the user.  This wastes unnecessary bandwidth by transferring a full size image when only a thumbnail 
will be displayed.  Aptimizer will automatically detect this condition and resize the image to save bandwidth. 
 
404 Stripping 

When updating a page it’s easy to accidently leave in a broken link, which can stall page rendering until the broken link times out.  
Aptimizer automatically detects broken links and removes them. 
 
Browser and Device Awareness 

With Aptimizer you can customize optimizations that are applied based on the browser and device type the end user is using.  For 
example, you can create a profile where the same image is resampled at different levels based on whether the user is using a 
tablet, smart phone, or a laptop.   
 
Optimizing Web Pages in the Background 

Aptimizer can optimize web pages in the background while serving the original content to clients until the optimized version is 
ready.  This ensures the first client to view a page does not pay a penalty waiting for content to be optimized 
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Chapter 3 Maintaining Functionality 
 
The optimizations described above are designed to improve performance without affecting functionality.  Aptimizer takes great 
care to ensure that the functionality of your site is not disturbed with these optimizations.  A few examples of the extra steps taken 
by Aptimizer to ensure functionality are: 
 

 When Combining Images the name of the image changes.  Great care must be taken to ensure that all references to the 
original image are now replaced with references.  A common place to forget to do this is in a JavaScript image carousel.  
Aptimizer ensures that all references to the original image are replaced, even in image carousels. 

 When Automatic URL Versioning, Aptimizer ensures that the original URL is used for Analytics purposes. You can continue 
to gain accurate analytical information about your site while it is being optimized. 

 When saving content back to a SharePoint repository Aptimizer will automatically undo the optimizations that have been 
done so that the content gets saved properly. 

 Aptimizer checks for updates to files that have been combined in the background and automatically creates a new combined 
file if one component has changed; ensuring that content is always up to date. 

 
These are just a few examples of the extra attention to detail built-in to Aptimizer. 
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Chapter 4 Manual Optimization 
 
Some of the optimizations performed by Aptimizer can also be done manually.  Examples include: 
  

 Combining CSS Files together 

 Removing Comments and White Space from JavaScript and CSS code 

 JPEG Image Resampling 
  
However, the problem with manual optimization is that it typically opposes the principals that keep the cost and complexity of 
software development down: code readability, encapsulation for reuse, ease of maintenance and debugging, etc.  
 
Aptimizer reconciles the opposition between maintainable code vs. optimized code by performing just-in-time optimizations.  
Aptimizer optimizes content as it is being requested by the end user, not before.  Any premature optimization will increase the cost 
and complexity of the software.  Since Aptimizer performs just-in-time optimization, developers can instead focus their efforts on 
building new features and improving functionally.  The performance tuning can be left to the time when it matters - benchmarking 
and real-world usage. 
 
Aptimizer is designed to follow the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) of any application it is accelerating.  Configuration 
files are simple XML files that can begin in development and be kept under source-control, and then flow naturally through to QA 
and finally production. 
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Chapter 5 Sample Performance Results 
 
Using the Stingray Site Analyzer you can easily see how much Aptimizer will benefit your site.  A sample run for a popular United 
States government website reveals the below before and after waterfall diagrams.  Each bar in the waterfall diagram is an element 
and the length of the bar indicates how long each element took to download. 

 

 
 
The number of total elements in the page is reduced from 138 to 54 (61% reduction) and the size of the page is reduced from 1.5 
MB to 1 MB (33% reduction), leading to a 33% reduction in overall load time for a first view.   
 
If the same user comes back and visits the site again the results are even more dramatic, with an 85% reduction in load time for 
a repeat view. 

https://support.riverbed.com/software/software_stingraysiteanalyzer.htm?category=stingray.siteanalyzer&p1=software.stingray.siteanalyzer.p1&p2=&p3=
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
 
In 2009, a study by Forrester Research revealed a two second rule, after which consumers will stop waiting for a page to load and 
move on.  In those two seconds you must be able transfer and render your site.  Aptimizer helps your site conform to the second 
rule by automatically performing a number of optimizations that reduces the size of your site, minimizes the number of elements, 
and helps get the most out of the browser cache. 
 
Developers can continue coding for readability and maintenance without having to worry about performance. Aptimizer requires 
no changes to your site and performs optimizations automatically and transparently.  To see how Stingray Aptimizer can help your 
web site download the Stingray Site Analyzer and run it against your site.  An instructional video is available to help you get 
started. 
 

http://www.zdnet.com/blog/btl/e-commerce-sites-you-have-2-seconds-to-load-your-web-pages/24238
https://support.riverbed.com/software/software_stingraysiteanalyzer.htm?category=stingray.siteanalyzer&p1=software.stingray.siteanalyzer.p1&p2=&p3=
http://riverbed.wistia.com/medias/5t0yjf861o
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Appendix A Feature Matrix 
 
This appendix outlines the optimizations described above and what version of Aptimizer they are supported in. 
 

Type Feature 

Stingray 
Aptimizer/Stingray 
Aptimizer for 
Traffic Manager 9.0 
-9.2 
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Type Feature 

Stingray 
Aptimizer/Stingray 
Aptimizer for 
Traffic Manager 9.0 
-9.2 
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Browser and Device Awareness  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optimizing Web Pages in the 
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Optimization of SharePoint 2007 
and 2010 Sites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SharePoint 2010 Ribbon Removal  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SharePoint 2007 Presence 
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